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Where to search for a signal

DM is present in:
– Our Galaxy

• smooth component
• subhalos

– Satellite galaxies (dwarfs)
– Galaxy clusters

• smooth component
• individual galaxies
• galaxies subhalos

– “Cosmic web”



Targets

• Earth and Sun

• Milky Way halo

• Nearby Galaxies and Clusters

• Diffuse background



Targets and DM probes

• Earth and Sun

• Milky Way

• Nearby Galaxies and Clusters

• Diffuse background

Local DM

Galactic DM halo

Inner DM halo

Large scale structure

Shares features with DM direct detection

Shares features with galactic indirect detection signals
(gamma rays, antimatter; radio)

Shares features with gamma ray and radio signals

Shares features with extra galactic gamma ray and radio signals

As specific targets

As cumulative emission

Galactic center, halo



Targets and particle probes

• Earth and Sun

• Milky Way

• Nearby Galaxies and Clusters

• Diffuse background

Scattering with nuclei
Self annihilation 

Self annihilation
or
Decay 



Spectral features

• Continuum
• Line

• Features: size, endpoint, shape
• Oscillations from source:
– Earth and Sun: vacuum, matter, absorption
– Milky Way and cosmological: VLBaseline
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cosmic signal, and then the Halo Isotropic will be rela-
tively insignificant. In our calculations below, we use a
fairly large value of f0 ≃ 105 to be conservative in com-
paring constraints that can be obtained from the halo or
cosmic annihilations. It is unlikely that f0 can be any
larger, unless contributions from the halo substructure
is significant, which will boost the halo signal as well,
not significantly modifying their relative strength. Con-
straints from the halo will be even more important for
smaller f0 values.

While we use neutrinos for constraining the total anni-
hilation cross section, the gamma-ray flux has been used
in many past studies. In this regard, a recent study by
Ando [33], which compared the DM annihilation gamma-
ray signal from the GC to the cosmic signal is of interest.
It concluded that under the assumptions that annihila-
tions account for the gamma ray flux from the GC and
that halo profiles are universal, then annihilations can-
not be the dominant component of the isotropic extra-
galactic gamma ray background. That study dealt with
halos at least as steep as NFW; the Halo Isotropic, on
the other hand, is most interesting for flatter profiles, as
we have shown. The Halo Isotropic would increase the
‘apparently’ (the cosmic signal plus the isotropic halo
component) extragalactic gamma ray background, with-
out violating the constraints placed using the GC data.

III. NEUTRINO CONSTRAINTS

To obtain the most robust limits on the total annihi-
lation cross section for dark matter, we assume that an-
nihilations produce only neutrinos (the least detectable
known particles) and compare the resultant neutrino
signal to the atmospheric neutrino measurements. We
adopted a simple model in which dark matter particles
annihilate into pairs of neutrinos, χ+χ→ ν̄+ν, and the
spectrum of the neutrinos per flavor is a monochromatic
line with dNν/dE = 2

3δ(E − mχ), where mχ is the mass
of the dark matter particle. The prefactor 2/3 arises un-
der the assumption that 2 neutrinos are produced per
annihilated DM pair and that all neutrino flavors are
equally populated (either in production or through neu-
trino mixing). This delta function is regularized by the
redshift integration for the cosmic signal. For the sake
of a simple graphical representation in Fig. 3, we used
a narrow Gaussian (width ϵ = mχ/20) to represent the
line signal.

Strictly speaking, it is not possible to have only neutri-
nos in the final state, due to electroweak radiative correc-
tions that lead to Z and W bremsstrahlung [55]. While
these corrections do not significantly affect our neutrino
flux calculations, the vector-boson decay chains do lead
to gamma-ray fluxes. In turn, these provide a new way
to model-independently limit the DM total annihilation
cross section with results comparable to those obtained
with the cosmic neutrino fluxes [56].

In Fig. 3, we illustrate how we set our conservative
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FIG. 3: The atmospheric neutrino spectrum (νµ + ν̄µ) and
the expected increase in the total received intensity from the
annihilations of a 100 GeV DM particle. While the halo signal
is sharply peaked in a narrow band of energy, the cosmic signal
spreads over a wider energy range. To define upper limits on
the cross section, in each case we use a (different, see Fig. 4)
cross section such that the annihilation signal would double
the total received intensity in the displayed energy ranges.

bound on the total annihilation cross section using neu-
trinos. The atmospheric neutrino spectrum (specifically,
νµ + ν̄µ) is derived from measurements by the Fréjus,
Super-Kamiokande and AMANDA detectors, for which
data are available up to 105 GeV [57]. The primary
source is the decay of pions and kaons produced by cos-
mic ray collisions with the atmosphere. While the in-
tensities depend on zenith angle, we adopted an average
value which will suffice for our purposes (see Ref. [46] for
details). In the full energy range considered, and in fact
to higher energies, all of the data are reported as being
consistent with the theoretically expected flux and en-
ergy spectrum shape for atmospheric neutrinos. There is
no evidence of any other signals, e.g., from astrophysical
sources.

The DM annihilation signals are calculated using a
fiducial DM mass of mχ = 100 GeV (f0 ≃ 105 for the
cosmic signal and JIso ≃ 0.5 for the Halo Isotropic sig-
nal) and are superimposed on the atmospheric neutrino
spectrum (per flavor, using νµ + ν̄µ). Since the halo sig-
nal is sharply peaked, we chose an energy bin width of
∆ log10 E = 0.3 around E = mχ to compare it to the
atmospheric neutrinos, require it to double the total re-
ceived intensity in this energy bin, and adjust the cross
section accordingly. The additional smearing due to red-
shifting necessitates a larger bin width of ∆ log10 E = 0.5
below E = mχ for the cosmic signal. These choices are
within the energy resolution limits of the neutrino detec-
tors [46, 57].



Neutrinos from Earth and Sun 
• Capture

– Galactic DM particles that cross the 
Earth and the Sun, can interact with the 
nuclei in these bodies and loose enough 
energy to remain gravitationally 
captured 

• Accumulation
– After subsequent interactions they tend 

to drop into the innermost parts of the 
Earth and the Sun, where they 
accumulate

• Annihilation 
– When the energy density in the inner 

parts of the Earth and the Sun increases 
enough, they may start to annihilate

neutrino signal

Earth

Detector

Sun



Capture Rate
•Elastic scattering of the DM particle with a nucleus i

in a spherical shell at a distance r from the center of 
the Earth (or Sun)

• In order to be captured, the velocity of the DM 
particle after the interaction must be smaller than the 
escape velocity at the shell

at the surface

mean DM particle velocity



interaction rate of a flux of DM 
particle with a nucleus in free space 

number of nuclei of type i in the body

“focusing factor” which determines the 
maximum capture rate of the body

suppression factor due to the 
motion of the body (~0.75)

suppression factor due to 
kinematics (mainly mass 
mismatch) 

Gravitational potential averaged over the mass distribution of element i
Total mass in terms of element i

DM density
DM velocity dispersion

DM-nucleus cross section



Capture rate on the Earth

Lundberg, Edsjo, PRD 69 (2004) 123505



Solar bound orbits
• Numerical simulation of Near Earth Asteroids show

that many of these have life times in the solar system
less than 2 Myr

• After that, they are either:
– Driven into the Sun
– Escape the solar system

• If this would occur also to the DM particles, this would
significantly reduce the number of these particles
bound to the solar system, and therefore reduce the
capture rate on Earth

and consequently the neutrino signal



Capture rate on the Sun

C(R⇥/R⇤)2 = C � 1.8 · 10�9 [s�1]



Evolution equation

Annihilation rate

Neutrino Flux

Annihilation rate
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Effective volumes of DM concentrations
More concentrated for larger masses
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Neutrino flux at production

Productions in Earth
– Muons: stopped before decay ® neutrinos below typical thresholds
– Taus: decay almost as in vacuum
– Light hadrons: typically stopped before decay
– Heavy hadrons: typically decay before loosing significant energy

Production in Sun
– Leptons: stopping power of medium is stronger ® softer neutrino spectra
– Light hadrons: typically stopped before decay
– Heavy hadrons: energy losses important, need modeling



Spectra at production

M. Cirelli, N.Fornengo, T. Montaruli, I. Sokalski, A. Strumia, F. Vissani, NPB 727 (2005) 99



Oscillations and absorption

Earth:
– Affected only by “atmospheric” oscillation nµ « nt at E < 100 GeV

Sun:
– Affected by average “solar” and “atmospheric” oscillations
– Absorption suppresses neutrinos for E > 100 GeV (partially converted to lower

energy neutrinos (by NC and regeneration)

M. Cirelli, N.Fornengo, T. Montaruli, I. Sokalski, A. Strumia, F. Vissani, NPB 727 (2005) 99
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Fig. 8 Upper limits at 90% confidence level on �SI
��N as

a function of the WIMP-mass assuming a WIMP annihila-
tion cross section of h�Avi = 3 · 10�26cm3s�1. For WIMP
masses above the rest mass of the W bosons, annihilation
into W+W� is assumed and annihilation into ⌧+⌧� for lower
masses. Systematic uncertainties are included. The result is
compared to the limits set by SuperCDMSlite [6], LUX [5],
Super-K [22] and by a Solar WIMP analysis of IceCube in
the 79-string configuration [24]. The displayed limits are as-
suming a local dark matter density of ⇢� = 0.3 GeV cm�3. A
larger density, as suggested e.g. by [59], would scale all limits
linearly.

annihilation rate are up to a factor 10 more restrict-
ing than previous limits. For indirect WIMP searches
through neutrinos, this analysis is highly complemen-
tary to Solar searches. In particular, at small WIMP
masses around the iron resonance of 50GeV the sensi-
tivity exceeds the sensitivity of the Solar WIMP searches
of IceCube. The corresponding limit on the spin-inde-
pendent cross sections presented in this paper are the
best set by IceCube at this time. Future analyses com-
bining several years of data will further improve the
sensitivity.
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Fig. 7. 90% C.L. upper limits on�A as a function of theWIMPmass. For each channel,
theWIMPpair annihilates to 100% into either ⌧+⌧� ,W+W� , bb or ⌫µ⌫̄µ . The lowest
WIMP masses shown are at 25 GeV.

Fig. 8. 90% C.L. upper limits on � SI
p as a function of the WIMP mass for ANTARES

2007–2012 (Earth) and ANTARES 2007–2012 (Sun) [12], assuming h�AviEarth =
3 · 10�26 cm3 s�1 and WIMP pair annihilation to 100% into either ⌧+⌧� (blue),
W+W� (green) or bb (purple). Also Shown are the results IceCube-79 2011–2012
(Earth, ⌧+⌧� channel for WIMPmasses < 80.4 GeV andW+W� channel for WIMP
masses � 80.4 GeV) [20], PandaX-II (2016) [9] and LUX [7]. The prominent dip at
around 50 GeV is a common feature for all indirect searches from the centre of the
Earth, see Fig. 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In addition, a scenario where h�AviEarth is enhanced compared
to the value during the freeze out of WIMPs has also been consid-
ered. In this case, the non-SUSY ⌫µ⌫µ annihilation channel is also
considered. The upper limits on � SI

p as a function of h�AviEarth are
shown in Fig. 9, assuming m� = 52.5 GeV. This corresponds to
a mass where the capture of the WIMPs in the Earth is strongly
enhanced due to the presence of the iron resonance (Fig. 1).

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the results of a search for neutrinos from dark
matter annihilation in the centre of the Earth using data taken
with the ANTARES neutrino telescope from 2007 to 2012 (corre-
sponding to a lifetime of 1191 days) have been presented. The
number of neutrinos observed from the direction of the centre
of the Earth is compatible with the background expectation from
atmospheric events. Assuming the natural scale for h�Avi, the 90%
C.L. upper limits on the WIMP self-annihilation rates have been
set as a function of the WIMP mass. WIMP pair annihilation into
either ⌧+⌧�, W+W�, bb or (non-SUSY) ⌫µ⌫̄µ channels have been

Fig. 9. ANTARES 2007–2012 90% C.L. upper limits on � SI
p as a function of h�AviEarth

(in units of 3·10�26 cm3 s�1) form� = 52.5GeV. For thisWIMPmass, the capture of
WIMPs in the Earth is strongly enhanced due to the presence of the iron resonance.
TheWIMP pair annihilation is assumed to be 100% into either ⌧+⌧� , ⌫µ⌫µ or bb. For
comparison, the LUX [7] limit for the samem� is shown.

considered. These are translated into limits on the spin indepen-
dent scattering cross-section of WIMPs off protons. A scenario
where the annihilation cross-section for dark matter in the Earth
is enhanced compared to the value during the freeze out ofWIMPs
has also been considered. The limits derived by this search are
competitive with other types of indirect dark matter searches. In
particular, the results presented here set the most stringent limits
for indirect searches in the mass interval from about 40 to 70 GeV.
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Figure 4: Limits on the spin–independent WIMP–nucleon scattering cross–
section as a function of WIMP mass for the different channels considered.
Limits given by other experiments are also shown: IceCube [25], SuperK [23],
LUX [26], XENON100 [27].

The possible uncertainties on the background have been cir-
cumvented by using time–scrambled data for generating the
background function B in the likelihood function. The largest
systematic error is an uncertainty of 20% on the angular ac-
ceptance of the PMTs [28] and leads to a degradation of the
detector efficiency (i.e. the acceptance) of 6% [13]. This effect
has been taken into account for the limits presented here.

5. Conclusion

A new analysis searching for a signal of dark matter anni-
hilations in the Sun has been conducted using the ANTARES
data from 2007 to 2012. The unblinded data showed no signifi-
cant excess above the background estimate and 90% confidence
level exclusion limits have been calculated for the three annihi-
lation channelsWIMP+WIMP→ bb̄,W+W−, τ+τ− andWIMP
masses ranging from 50 GeV to 5 TeV.
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MWIMP Φν σ
p
SD σSI

[GeV] [km−2yr−1] [pb] [pb]
50 bb̄ 1.86 · 1015 0.129 4.98 · 10−4

ττ̄ 4.80 · 1013 1.10 · 10−3 4.23 · 10−6
100 bb̄ 1.73 · 1014 4.04 · 10−2 9.05 · 10−5

W+W− 2.77 · 1012 6.01 · 10−4 1.35 · 10−6
ττ̄ 3.02 · 1012 2.48 · 10−4 5.55 · 10−7

150 bb̄ 4.78 · 1013 2.36 · 10−2 4.00 · 10−5
W+W− 5.23 · 1011 2.52 · 10−4 4.26 · 10−7
ττ̄ 7.69 · 1011 1.39 · 10−4 2.35 · 10−7

176 bb̄ 2.70 · 1013 1.81 · 10−2 2.77 · 10−5
W+W− 3.18 · 1011 2.12 · 10−4 3.24 · 10−7
ττ̄ 4.67 · 1011 1.15 · 10−4 1.77 · 10−7

200 bb̄ 1.76 · 1013 1.51 · 10−2 2.13 · 10−5
W+W− 2.25 · 1011 1.95 · 10−4 2.71 · 10−7
ττ̄ 3.19 · 1011 1.10 · 10−4 1.43 · 10−7

250 bb̄ 8.75 · 1012 1.15 · 10−2 1.43 · 10−5
W+W− 1.25 · 1011 1.72 · 10−4 2.15 · 10−7
ττ̄ 1.75 · 1011 8.82 · 10−5 1.10 · 10−7

350 bb̄ 4.11 · 1012 1.03 · 10−2 1.09 · 10−5
W+W− 6.46 · 1010 1.77 · 10−4 1.88 · 10−7
ττ̄ 8.03 · 1010 7.95 · 10−5 8.44 · 10−8

500 bb̄ 2.37 · 1012 9.36 · 10−3 8.64 · 10−6
W+W− 3.67 · 1010 2.13 · 10−4 1.98 · 10−7
ττ̄ 4.20 · 1010 8.48 · 10−5 7.82 · 10−8

750 bb̄ 1.08 · 1012 9.68 · 10−3 7.95 · 10−6
W+W− 2.29 · 1010 3.16 · 10−4 2.59 · 10−7
ττ̄ 2.36 · 1010 1.07 · 10−4 8.82 · 10−8

1000 bb̄ 6.52 · 1011 1.04 · 10−2 8.03 · 10−6
W+W− 1.83 · 1010 4.59 · 10−4 3.55 · 10−7
ττ̄ 1.72 · 1010 1.37 · 10−4 1.06 · 10−7

1500 bb̄ 3.79 · 1011 1.37 · 10−2 9.95 · 10−6
W+W− 1.44 · 1010 8.47 · 10−4 6.15 · 10−7
ττ̄ 1.26 · 1010 2.24 · 10−4 1.63 · 10−7

2000 bb̄ 2.88 · 1011 1.82 · 10−2 1.28 · 10−5
W+W− 1.21 · 1010 1.30 · 10−3 9.17 · 10−7
ττ̄ 1.03 · 1010 3.20 · 10−4 2.25 · 10−7

3000 bb̄ 1.82 · 1011 2.60 · 10−2 1.78 · 10−5
W+W− 9.73 · 109 2.44 · 10−3 1.63 · 10−6
ττ̄ 8.01 · 109 5.57 · 10−4 3.81 · 10−7

5000 bb̄ 1.20 · 1011 4.71 · 10−2 3.15 · 10−5
W+W− 7.25 · 109 5.02 · 10−3 3.36 · 10−6
ττ̄ 5.02 · 109 1.13 · 10−3 7.62 · 10−7

Table 1: Upper limits to neutrino flux, spin–dependent and spin–independent
cross-section for different annihilation channels and WIMP masses. Limits for
the W+W− channel cannot be produced for WIMP masses below the mass of
the W boson.
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Spin-dependent cross section
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Fig. 7 Limits on σ SD
χ−p, compared to results from other neutrino detectors and direct detection experiments [34–37]. The IceCube limits have been

scaled up to the upper edge of the total systematic uncertainty band. The colored points correspond to models from a scan of the pMSSM described
in Section 7 and are shown color coded by the ‘hardness’ of the resultant neutrino spectrum. Points close to the red end of the spectrum annihilate
predominantly into harder channels such as τ+τ−and can hence be excluded by the IceCube red line.

Fig. 8 Limits on σ SI
χ−p, compared to results from other neutrino detectors and direct detection experiments [34, 35, 38–40]. The IceCube limits

include the systematic uncertainties.
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Down-going tau neutrinos?
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Figure 7. The same as in figure 6, for detection efficiency of tau hadronic events ϵτ = 40% and
misidentification of electron and muon events ϵmis

e = ϵmis
µ = 4%.
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Figure 8. The same as in figure 6, for detection efficiency of tau hadronic events ϵτ = 70% and
misidentification of electron and muon events ϵmis

e = ϵmis
µ = 1%.

in figure 7, where we reduce the efficiency to ϵτ = 40% and we allow a misidentification of

4%, both in the electron and muon channels, not far from those already achieved by the SK

analysis [48, 49]. We notice that now large statistical significance is recovered with a much

larger exposure: nevertheless, a 10 yr period of data taking reproduces the same level of

reach as the one discussed for the optimal case in figure 6. Figure 8 shows the capabilities

in the case of better performance: ϵτ = 70% and ϵmis
e = ϵmis

µ = 1%. In this case, a few

years of exposure would suffice to cover almost the whole DM mass range (with noticeable

differences for different annihilation channels) for our benchmark value of the scattering

cross section σp. Note that also for ϵmis
e = ϵmis

µ = 1% the background is still dominated

by misidentified events, see figure 5, and the uncertainties on the ντ intrinsic flux (which

account for roughly 21% of the total number of events) does not alter our conclusions.
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Figure 2. Atmospheric neutrino fluxes as a function of the zenith angle cos θZ at Kamioka site.
The dotted (blue), solid (red) and dashed (green) line refer to the νe, νµ and ντ fluxes at the
detector (with oscillation included). The solid horizontal (black) line denotes the ντ flux from solar
corona interaction, while the dotted horizontal (orange) line refers to the level of the galactic ντ

flux. Note that these two fluxes (differently from the atmospheric contributions) are present only
when the Sun or the galactic plane occupy each specific angular bin. Fluxes have been integrated
from Emin

ν = 3.5GeV.

The ντ flux can be parameterized as:

dφν

dEν
= 9 × 10−6 (GeV cm2 s sr)−1(Eν [GeV])−2.64, (2.6)

which is valid in the energy range 1GeV ≤ Eν ≤ 103 GeV. As discussed in connection with

figure 1, for a detector located at a latitude ϕ = 36◦ this contribution starts to be sizable for

cos θZ ! 0.5. In this range of zenith angles the atmospheric and intrinsic fluxes are by far

the dominant ones and thus, for the ντ signal coming from the Sun, the galactic neutrinos

do not represent a troublesome source of background. We have nevertheless included this

contribution in the calculation.

Figure 2 shows the total neutrino fluxes (integrated from Emin
ν = 3.5 GeV up to

Emin
ν = 104 GeV) as a function of the zenith angle cos θZ . It is well visible how the

atmospheric ντ background is sizebly reduced for cos θZ ≥ 0 as compared to the cos θZ ≤ 0

case and how the ντ flux is much smaller than the νe and νµ fluxes. This behavior is

the main motivation for our proposal on downward-going tau events. In fact, as already

discussed above, the DM ντ signal from the Sun is comparable, in size, with the νµ sig-

nal. Nevertheless, the up-going muon channel (measured through up-going muons) has a

much larger atmospheric background than the down-going tau channel, as is clearly seen

in figure 2. An up-going muon signal which occurs to be completely dominated by the

atmospheric neutrino background, could instead dominate the atmospheric background in

the down-going tau channel. In figure 2 we also show the solar corona and the galactic ντ

fluxes. We notice that solar corona neutrinos become non-negligible mainly for cos θZ
>∼0.5,

while the galactic neutrinos are more important for angles with cos θZ < 0.5. For the down-
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Neutrinos from the Milky Way
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which works to flatten cusps [50]. With these points in
mind, we choose the halo profiles shown in Fig. 1 to illus-
trate the impact of variations in the halo parametrization
on the signal predictions.

A. Annihilations in the Halo

The calculation of the spectrum of DM annihilation
products from the halo is well established (e.g., Ref. [8]).
For annihilations, the intensity (number flux per solid
angle) at an angle ψ with respect to the GC direction is
proportional to the line of sight integration of the DM
density squared, or,

J (ψ) =
1

Rscρ2
sc

! ℓmax

0
ρ2(

"

R2
sc − 2 l Rsc cosψ + l2) dℓ,

(2)
which we choose to normalize at the solar circle (Rsc =
8.5 kpc) with ρsc = 0.3 GeV cm−3. Note that the pref-
actor 1/(Rscρ2

sc) is an arbitrary scaling that is used to
make J dimensionless regardless of the underlying DM
density profile. The upper limit of the integration,

ℓmax =
#

(R2
MW − sin2 ψR2

sc) + Rsc cosψ , (3)

depends on the adopted size of the halo, RMW . However,
contributions beyond the scale radius, typically about
20–30 kpc, are negligible. It is also useful to define the
average of J in a cone with half-angle ψ around the GC
that spans a field of view of ∆Ω = 2π(1 − cosψ):

J∆Ω =
1

∆Ω

! 1

cosψ
J (ψ′) 2π d(cosψ′) . (4)

Then the average intensity of DM annihilation products
from the field of view can be cast as

dΦ∆Ω

dE
=

⟨σAv⟩

2
J∆Ω

Rscρ2
sc

4πm2
χ

dN

dE
, (5)

where dN/dE is the spectrum of annihilation products
and mχ is the assumed mass of the DM particle. The
factor 1/2 accounts for DM being its own antiparticle and
1/4π is for isotropic emission. The thermal average of the
annihilation rate is proportional to ⟨σAv⟩, the product of
the annihilation cross section and the relative velocity.

In Fig. 2, we show the behavior of J (ψ) (thin lines)
and J∆Ω (thick lines), as functions of ψ and ∆Ω/4π, re-
spectively, for the three representative halo profiles. Note
that J diverges for very cuspy profiles. This cusp may
be an artifact of simulations, which cannot resolve small
spatial scales. To avoid such numerical divergences, we
put in a flat core for all the profiles in at the innermost
0.1◦, which corresponds to ≃ 0.015 kpc; our results are
not sensitive to how the inner profile is regulated.

One can expect very large enhancements for small an-
gles ψ around the GC. Many studies have therefore fo-
cused on emission from the few degrees around the GC.
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FIG. 2: Line of sight integration J (ψ) as a function of the
pointing angle ψ (bottom axis) with respect to the Galac-
tic Center direction for the three different profiles considered
(Moore, NFW and Kravtsov in order of dotted, dashed and
solid thin lines). Its average, J∆Ω, inside a cone with half
angle ψ around the GC as a function of the visible fraction
of the whole sky, ∆Ω/4π = (1 − cosψ)/2 (top axis), is also
presented (thick lines). Note that the left (right) side of the
graph is presented in log (linear) scale in ∆Ω/4π.

However, while this takes advantage of the higher DM
densities around the GC, it also strongly depends on the
chosen profile. As shown in Fig. 2, the differences in the
intensity due to different choices of profile can be orders
of magnitude at small angles. We therefore focus on the
signal arising within angles ψ ≃ 30◦ or larger around
the GC. This is motivated for three reasons. First, the
enhancement J∆Ω is much less sensitive to the chosen
profile for larger ψ. Second, the viewing angle ψ to con-
sider depends on the particle considered, and for neutri-
nos, the angular resolution is limited by the kinematics of
the detection reactions to be δθ(E) ≃ 30◦ ×

"

[GeV ]/E.
Thus, it is impractical to consider the arrival direction for
neutrinos less energetic than several GeV. Third, choos-
ing a large field of view ensures that there are adequate
statistics for the detection of the signal and background.

We now define three signals corresponding to different
components of the halo:

• Halo Angular: We consider a 30◦ half-angle cone
for neutrinos more energetic than 10 GeV and a
larger half-angle of ≃ 3 × δθ(E) for lower energies.
A conservative value for this Halo Angular compo-
nent inside ψ ≃ 30◦ is JAng ≃ 25 (below 10 GeV,
when larger angular regions are used, this would be
smaller).
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However, while this takes advantage of the higher DM
densities around the GC, it also strongly depends on the
chosen profile. As shown in Fig. 2, the differences in the
intensity due to different choices of profile can be orders
of magnitude at small angles. We therefore focus on the
signal arising within angles ψ ≃ 30◦ or larger around
the GC. This is motivated for three reasons. First, the
enhancement J∆Ω is much less sensitive to the chosen
profile for larger ψ. Second, the viewing angle ψ to con-
sider depends on the particle considered, and for neutri-
nos, the angular resolution is limited by the kinematics of
the detection reactions to be δθ(E) ≃ 30◦ ×
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[GeV ]/E.
Thus, it is impractical to consider the arrival direction for
neutrinos less energetic than several GeV. Third, choos-
ing a large field of view ensures that there are adequate
statistics for the detection of the signal and background.

We now define three signals corresponding to different
components of the halo:

• Halo Angular: We consider a 30◦ half-angle cone
for neutrinos more energetic than 10 GeV and a
larger half-angle of ≃ 3 × δθ(E) for lower energies.
A conservative value for this Halo Angular compo-
nent inside ψ ≃ 30◦ is JAng ≃ 25 (below 10 GeV,
when larger angular regions are used, this would be
smaller).
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Figure 3. Final state spectra of gamma
rays/electrons/positrons (summed) for DM →
µ+µ−, DM → W+W−, and DM → bb̄ with√
s = 100 TeV.
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Figure 4. Final state spectra of neutrinos
(summed over flavors) for DM → µ+µ−,
DM → W+W−, and DM → bb̄ with√
s = 100 TeV.

though these may not always be possible in other cases. However, the results for a single one
of those particles, or a similar particle in that class, would be very similar.

Some possible final states could seem quite different from the ones we assumed. Either
γγ or e+e− would yield no neutrino constraints, though they would have similar cascade
bounds as each other. Seemingly, νν̄ would only lead to neutrino constraints but not gamma-
ray constraints; however, electroweak bremsstrahlung leads to non-negligible electromagnetic
branching ratios, and so gamma-ray constraints can be applied [40]. (Note that those gamma-
ray limits based on EGRET would be improved by ∼ 10 by using Fermi data.)

To evaluate particle yields resulting from annihilation and decay, we run PYTHIA [72].
At ! PeV energy-scales, the yields at lower energies are scaled to provide a simple approxi-
mation to what might happen at higher energies. While this is not perfectly correct due to
the scaling violation or new physics beyond the standard model, our results show that this
is sufficient for our purposes.

Examples of final state spectra are shown in Figures 3 and 4. They are consistent with
spectra shown in previous works [e.g., 17], and satisfaction of energy conservation is checked.
Because only a fraction of the energy goes to baryons, the amount of electromagnetic and
neutrino energy per annihilation or decay almost matches mdmc2 in the decay case or 2mdmc2

in the annihilation case. For the W+W− channel, one sees a peak due to weak boson decay
into a neutrino and lepton. In addition, we consider the pure leptonic µ+µ− channel. Such
channels may be realized in some models such as a Sommerfeld-enhanced model including
light force-scale carriers [25]. In Figure 3, we show the sum of contributions from gamma rays
and electron-positron pairs, as appropriate for setting simple cascade bounds (see Section 5.2);
in calculating secondary gamma-ray spectra below, we treat the primary gamma-ray and
electron-positron spectra separately.

4 VHDM signatures in the diffuse gamma-ray and neutrino backgrounds

In this section, we show the results of gamma-ray and neutrino spectra calculated through
the formulas provided in Section 3. In particular, we compare the theoretical background flux
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4

Source Right Declination Distance Mass log10JNFW Boost factor
ascension [kpc] [M⊙] [GeV2cm−5]

Segue 1 10h 07m 04s +16◦04’55” 23 1.58×107 19.6 ± 0.5 [40] Not considered
Ursa Major II 08h 51m 30s +63◦07’48” 32 1.09×107 19.6 ± 0.4 [40] Not considered
Coma Berenices 12h 26m 59s +23◦54’15” 44 0.72×107 19.0 ± 0.4 [40] Not considered
Draco 17h 20m 12s +57◦54’55” 80 1.87×107 18.8 ± 0.1 [40] Not considered
Andromeda 00h 42m 44s +41◦16’09” 778 6.9×1011 19.2 [20]∗ 66
Virgo cluster 12h 30m 49s +12◦23’28” 22300 6.9×1014 18.2 [41]∗ 980
Coma cluster 12h 59m 49s +27◦58’50” 95000 1.3×1015 17.1 [41]∗ 1300

TABLE I. A list of potential astrophysical dark matter targets, their locations [37], distances, and masses [38], as well as JNFW

factors (see Sec. III) considered in this paper. Boost factors for Andromeda, Coma, and Virgo are applied, when subclusters
are taken into account. According to Ref. [39], subclusters in dwarf galaxies do not usefully boost the signal. For the extended
Virgo cluster, M87 was used as the central position. ∗For Andromeda and the galaxy clusters, no uncertainties are available.

string carries power and communication between each of
the 60 DOMs and the surface data acquisition building.
To reduce the contribution from random noise hits, a

local coincidence condition was enforced that requires the
vertical neighbors of the triggered DOMs to register hits
within 1 µs of each other. A multiplicity condition, re-
quiring 8 DOMs to exceed their discriminator threshold
within a 5 µs time window, served as the primary trigger
for this analysis. The trigger rate in the 59-string con-
figuration ranged from 1200 to 1500 Hz. The increased
rate occurs during the austral summer as the probabil-
ity of pions generated in cosmic ray air showers to decay
rather than interact increases in the warmer and thinner
atmosphere [34].

III. SIGNAL EXPECTATIONS

The energy distribution of the expected neutrino flux
depends on the branching ratio of the dark matter an-
nihilation channels. This quantity is highly model de-
pendent, and we therefore study different extremes of
the possible annihilation channels and assume a branch-
ing ratio of 100% for each of them in turn. We con-
sider soft neutrino spectra produced by the annihilation
into quarks (bb̄), harder spectra as produced by W+W−,
τ+τ−, and µ+µ−, and line spectra by annihilation into
the νν̄ final state.
The expected neutrino flux is given by

dφν

dE
=

⟨σAv⟩

4π · 2m2
χ

dNν

dE
× J(∆Ω) , (1)

where ⟨σAv⟩ is the velocity averaged annihilation cross
section, mχ is the mass of the dark matter particle and
dNν/dE is the corresponding differential muon neutrino
yield per annihilation. We include neutrino flavor oscil-
lations in the long baseline limit [35], since the neutrino
flavor distribution at Earth will be mixed through vac-
uum oscillations. The expected spectra at Earth were
determined as described in Ref. [6].
The flux is proportional to the integral over the square

of the dark matter density,

J(∆Ω) =

!

∆Ω
dΩ

!

l.o.s.
ρ(l)2dl , (2)

where l is the coordinate along the line of sight of the
observer toward the object.
For a smooth parametrization of the dark matter halo,

we refer to the NFW profile [36], where

ρ(r) =
ρ0

r
Rs

"

1 + r
Rs

#2 . (3)

Here ρ0 and Rs are the characteristic density and radius.
If the field of view, ∆Ω, is large enough to cover the
complete dark matter halo, then the resulting J factor
is JNFW = 4πρ20R

3
s/3D

2, where D is the distance to the
object (see Table I). To facilitate the comparison with the
Fermi result for dwarf galaxies [40], we used the same J
factor values. The J factor for Draco in Ref. [39] is smaller
but consistent within 2 sigma of the quoted uncertainties.
Part of this difference is due to the choice of dark matter
profile, which continues to be debated [42].
Taking dark matter substructures in the halo into ac-

count, a stronger signal is expected, even at larger dis-
tances from the center (see Fig. 3). We use the follow-
ing proposed parametrization of this effect (Refs. [28]
and [41]) for the boost factor b and the profile j:

b(MV ) =
Jsub-cluster
JNFW

= 1.6× 10−3

$

MV

M⊙

%0.39

j(r) =
16b(MV )JNFW

π ln(17)

1

r2V + 16r2
for r < rV

= j(rV )e
−2.377(r/rV −1) for r > rV . (4)

Here j is the line of sight integral over the squared den-
sity, and J is the total integral, given by J =

&

∆Ω jdΩ.
MV and rV denote the virial mass and radius of the halo.
For this optimistic parametrization, which allows for sub-
halo masses down to 10−6M⊙, the effect of subhalos is
largest for galaxy clusters, with boost factors of 1300
and 980 for the Coma and Virgo clusters, respectively,
followed by Andromeda with a boost factor of 66 (see
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Fornax and Leo I), and poorly constrained (Sextans and Leo II).
Leo II may yet prove to be a viable target as it has a larger median
J-factor than UMi, however more data are required to confirm its
status.
(v) A search based on a known DM candidate (from, e.g., forth-

coming discoveries at the LHC)will do much to optimise the search
strategy and, ultimately, the detection sensitivity for all γ-ray obser-
vatories. This is because the shape of the annihilation spectrum is
a strong driver of the photon energy range that can provide the best
information on the candidate DM particle mass. Fermi-LAT has
great potential to probe down to the expected annihilation cross-
section for particles of mass≪ 700 GeV, whereas a ground based
instrument is more suited for probing particle masses above a few
hundred GeV with a sufficiently deep exposure. However, even for
5 yr of observation with Fermi-LAT or 100 hrs with FCA, the sen-
sitivity reach (Fig. 17) remains anywhere between 4 to 10 orders
of magnitude above the expected annihilation cross-section for a
cosmological relic (depending on the mass of the DM particle can-
didate). Improving these limits will require a harder annihilation
spectrum than the conservative average we have adopted in this
study, or a significant boost (e.g. from the Sommerfeld enhance-
ment) to the γ-ray production.

Finally, the ultra-faint dSphs have received a lot of interest in
the community lately, as they could be the most-DM dominated
systems in the Galaxy. We emphasise that the MCMC analysis we
have performed for the classical dSphs cannot be applied ‘as is’ for
these objects. First, the sample of stars observed is smaller. Sec-
ond, the velocity dispersion is smaller and suffers from larger un-
certainties than those for the classical dSphs. The robustness and
systematic biases of the MCMC analysis will be discussed else-
where (Walker et al., 2011, in preparation). Results concerning J
for the ultra-faint dSphs will be presented in a companion paper.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, CONVERSION
FACTORS

Studies of DM annihilations in the context of dSphs involves both
particle physics and astrophysics. The obvious difference of scales
between the two fields and habits among the two communities have
given rise to a plethora of notations and unit choices throughout the

literature. In this Appendix, we provide some explanatory elements
and conversion factors to ease comparison between the different
works published on the subject.

As mentioned in §2, we define the differential γ−ray flux as
integrated over the solid angle ∆Ω as

dΦγ

dEγ
(Eγ ,∆Ω) = Φpp(Eγ)× J(∆Ω) ,

where

Φpp(Eγ) ≡
dΦγ

dEγ
=

1
4π

⟨σannv⟩
2m2

χ
· dNγ

dEγ
,

and

J(∆Ω) =

!

∆Ω

!

ρ2DM(l,Ω) dldΩ.

The solid angle is simply related to the integration angle αint by

∆Ω = 2π · (1− cos(αint)) .

In our work, the units of these quantities are as follows:

• [dΦγ/dEγ ] = cm−2 s−1 GeV−1;
• [Φpp(Eγ)] = cm3 s−1 GeV−3( sr−1);
• [J ] = M2

⊙ kpc−5( sr).

First of all, note that the location of the 1/4π factor appearing in
Φpp is arbitrary. We followed Pieri et al. (2009) and included it in
the particle physics factor. In other works, it can appear in the astro-
physical factor J (e.g., Bringmann et al. 2009). Therefore, to com-
pare the astrophysical factors between several studies, one must
first ensure to correct the value of J by 4π if needed. In the text,
we did not explicitly stated the solid angle dependence in the units
of J as it is dimensionless quantity. 17 The conversion factor (once
the 4π issue is resolved) from our J units to that traditionally found
in the literature are:

• 1 M2
⊙ kpc−5 = 10−15 M2

⊙ pc−5

• 1 M2
⊙ kpc−5 = 4.45 × 106 GeV2 cm−5

• 1 M2
⊙ kpc−5 (sr) = 1.44 × 10−15 GeV2 cm−6 kpc (sr)

Before comparing any number, one must also ensure that the solid
angle ∆Ω over which the integration is performed is the same. In
most works, a αint = 0.1◦ angular resolution is chosen, corre-
sponding to∆Ω = 10−5 sr. However this is not always the case, as
in the present study where we explore several angular resolutions.
Note that the quantity J̄ ≡ J/∆Ω (inGeV2 cm−5 sr−1 for exam-
ple) is also in use and the astrophysical factor is can be found under
this form in some articles (e.g., Evans et al. 2004).

APPENDIX B: TOY MODEL FOR J (IN DSPHS)

The volume of the dSph is not always fully encompassed in the
integration solid angle, as sketched in Fig. B1 (vertical hatched
region) so that a numerical integration is required in general.
However, a reasonable approximation for estimating the depen-
dence of J on the parameters of the problem, i.e. the distance to

17 Some authors do however explicitly express the solid angle depen-
dence in their units, e.g. Pieri et al. (2009), who express J (Φcosmo in
their notation) in GeV2cm−6kpc sr. This is completely equivalent to our
M2

⊙kpc−5 but for the unit numerical conversion factor.
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Figure 3. 2D view (x and y axis are in degrees) of J for the generic dSph
with γ = 0 and rs = 1 kpc at d = 100 kpc (M300 = 107M⊙).
The sub-clumps are drawn from the reference model described in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, i.e. f=20%, sub-clump distribution follows smooth, and sub-
clump inner profiles have NFW with B01 concentration. From top to bot-
tom panel: αint = 0.1◦, 0.05◦, and 0.01◦ . For the sake of comparison, the
same colour scale is taken for the three integration angles (J is in units of
M2

⊙ kpc−5).
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Figure 5. Boost factor as a function of αint × (d/100 kpc) for profiles
sub-clumps follow smooth (see Section 2.2.3): the dSph is at d = 100 kpc
(lines) or d = 10 kpc (symbols).

crucially on αint (the radial dependence of the smooth and sub-
clump contributions differ, see Section 2.3.1).

We plot in Fig. 5 the boost for different inner slopes γ, where
a direct consequence of Eq. (C7) is the αint × d rescaling. For
rs ! 0.1 kpc (regardless of γ), or for γ " 1.5 (regardless of rs),
the signal is never boosted. 6 For small enough αint, B is smaller
than unity, and if γ is steep enough, B ≈ (1 − f)2. For large
values, a plateau is reached as soon as αintd " Rvir (taken to be 3
kpc here). In between, the value of the boost depends on rs and γ of
the smooth component. Going beyond this qualitative description is
difficult, as the toy model formulae of Appendix B2 gives results

6 The difference between the level of boost observed for rs = 0.1 kpc or
rs = 1 kpc can be understood if we recall that the total mass of the clump
is fixed at 300 pc, regardless of the value of γ or rs. For rs = 0.1 kpc, ρs ∼
O(109M⊙ kpc−3), whereas for rs = 1 kpc, ρs ∼ O(107M⊙ kpc−3).
As Jsm ∝ ρ2s whereas Jsub ∝ ρs, the relative amount of Jsub with respect
to Jsm is expected to decrease with smaller rs. This is indeed what we
observe in the figure (solid vs dashed lines).
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6 The difference between the level of boost observed for rs = 0.1 kpc or
rs = 1 kpc can be understood if we recall that the total mass of the clump
is fixed at 300 pc, regardless of the value of γ or rs. For rs = 0.1 kpc, ρs ∼
O(109M⊙ kpc−3), whereas for rs = 1 kpc, ρs ∼ O(107M⊙ kpc−3).
As Jsm ∝ ρ2s whereas Jsub ∝ ρs, the relative amount of Jsub with respect
to Jsm is expected to decrease with smaller rs. This is indeed what we
observe in the figure (solid vs dashed lines).

J factor Boost factor
due to substructures
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Figure 15. Median J-factor values (symbols) and 68%/95% CLs (solid bars; dashed bars) for the fixed γprior analysis (the result for γprior = 1.5 is not
shown because it is not reliable, see Sect. G2). The blue dashed line shows the expected scaling with distance for point sources: 3.1 · 1015d−2 [M2

⊙ kpc−5].
The panels show, from top to bottom, three integration angles αint = 0.01◦, 0.1◦, and αc ≈ 2rh/d (an angle very similar to the angle enclosing 80% of
the flux, see Fig. 16) that optimises the determination of the J-factor for a given dSph (hence the error bars are smaller in this plot than in the other two). The
yellow solid lines (and broken lines in the bottom panel) correspond to the Galactic DM background including both the smooth and clumpy distributions. For
the bottom panel, this is not a smooth curve since it depends on the integration angle αint that varies from dSph to dSph in this figure. Note that the choice of
using the critical angle αint = αc is optimal in the sense that it gives the most constrained value for J . But where the Galactic background annihilation signal
approaches that of the dSphs (see for example, Sextans and Fornax), the motivation for staring at the dSphs rather than simply looking at the Galactic halo is
gone.

5.2.3 J(d) and departure from the 1/d2 scaling

Fig. 15 shows the J median values, 65% and 95% CIs as symbols,
dashed and solid error bars respectively, for an integration angle
of 0.01◦ (top), 0.1◦ (middle), and αc ≈ 2rhalf/d (Walker et al.
2011) The x-axis is the distance to the dSph (in kpc). For point-like
sources, the J-factor of a single dSph scales as 1/d2, as illustrated
by the blue-dashed line. Departure from this scaling is interpreted
as a combination of a mass effect and/or a profile effect. For in-
stance, Sextans and Carina are dSphs with smaller M300 with re-
spect to the other ones (see Tab. 2); consequently they are located
below the dashed blue line in the top panel of Fig. 15. The excep-
tion is Leo II, which has a ‘small’ mass but is nevertheless above

the dashed line. Although this analysis cannot constrain γ, we are
tempted to interpret this oddity in terms of a ‘cuspier’ profile (w.r.t.
those for other dSphs), which would be consistent with the fact that
its J remains similar in moving from αint = 0.1◦ (middle panel)
to 0.01◦ (top panel). However, an alternative explanation (which
would be more consistent with the results obtained in this paper)
could be the fact that Leo II has the smallest amount of kinematic
data at present, and that its J is overestimated (see Appendix H1 to
support this line of argument). We repeat that the relative brightness
of the dSphs is further affected for background-dominated instru-
ments (as described in Sec. 3), so that the ranking has to be based
on Fig 16 discussed in the next section.

galactic 
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Diffuse Neutrino Background

Fermi data 2 suggest the possible existence of a distinct component at ! 100 GeV [10],
because the measurements are well above expectations for an attenuated power law extrap-
olated from lower energies. We have called the discrepancy the “VHE Excess” and shown
that it can have a significant contribution from cascade components [10].

The suppression due to the EBL could be compensated by an additional emission com-
ponent if the primary spectrum of injected gamma rays is hard enough. Not including cascade
effects, the photon index in the VHE range would need to be α " 2. However, for such a
hard spectrum, the effects of cascades moving power from higher to lower energies cannot be
neglected once there is enough luminosity at sufficiently high energies. This may be realized
by some population of blazars with a very hard spectrum. Another possibility is that the
cascades are initiated by VHE cosmic rays instead of gamma rays. It is also possible that
the “VHE Excess” is not due to cascades, for example if the excess gamma rays are due to
unaccounted-for foreground emission within the Milky Way, where gamma-ray attenuation
can be ignored.

VHDM annihilation or decay can lead to gamma-ray spectra that could explain the
data [c.f. 73]. Extragalactic components would be cascaded, and could lead to similar final
spectra as astrophysical sources, because cascade effects obscure the primary spectra. Fur-
ther, there could also be a Galactic component, which would not be attenuated or cascaded,
and this can play an important role (see Section 4.1).

Neutrinos can reach the Earth without attenuation. Although the neutrino background
has not been measured yet, neutrinos from dark matter annihilation or decay, as well as
astrophysical neutrinos, may contribute to the background. The resulting neutrino spectra
are expected to be similar to those of the emission spectra that may extend to quite high
energies, which can in principle reveal types of allowed channels. As we stress below, taking
into account both the gamma-ray and neutrino spectra is essential to probing VHDM models.

3.1 Calculation of cosmic backgrounds

Now we describe how cosmic neutrino and gamma-ray backgrounds from VHDM are calcu-
lated. Without attenuation or cascades, injected energies are higher than observed energies
by E′ = (1 + z)E. Here we focus on the extragalactic contribution, and below we note the
importance of the foreground component from the Milky Way. For decaying dark matter,
the received intensity (differential flux per energy, area, time, and solid angle) is

Φ =
c

4πH0

!

dz
1

"

ΩΛ + (1 + z)3Ωm

ρdm
mdmτdm

dS

dE′
, (3.1)

where dS/dE′ is the primary spectrum. For annihilating dark matter, one has

Φ =
c

4πH0

!

dz
g(z)(1 + z)3

"

ΩΛ + (1 + z)3Ωm

< σv >dmρ2dm
2m2

dm

dS

dE′
. (3.2)

For the decay case, the clustering of dark matter is irrelevant for the extragalactic contribu-
tion, whereas it is very important for the annihilation case. The extragalactic clustering is
represented by the flux-multiplier g(z), which is [74]

g(z) =

!

dM
dnhalo

dM
g(c(M,z))

M

ρdm

∆c

Ωdm
. (3.3)

2See the presentation by M. Ackermann on behalf of the Fermi collaboration:
http://agenda.albanova.se/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=2600.
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PeV Neutrinos

• PeV neutrinos observed by IceCube triggered 
discussion about their origin 

• An excees at these energies can be related to 
very heavy (PeV mass scale) decaying DM 

• Alternative to the standard WIMP scenario
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Figure 2. Event spectra in the IceCube detector after 1347 days. We show the re-

sults corresponding to the best fits in the EM-equivalent deposited energy interval [60 TeV–

10 PeV] for four DM decay channels: DM ! b b̄ (top-left panel), DM ! W+ W� (top-

right panel), DM ! µ+ µ� (bottom-left panel) and DM ! ⌫e ⌫̄e (bottom-right panel).

In all panels: atmospheric muon events (red histogram), conventional atmospheric neu-

trino events (blue histogram), astrophysical neutrino events (green histogram), neutrino

events from DM decays (black histogram), and total event spectrum (purple histogram).

We indicate the best fit values of the DM lifetime and mass [⌧28(mDM)] in units of

1028 s and TeV, and the per-flavor normalization of the power-law flux (�astro) in units

of 10�8 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1. We also show the spectrum obtained using the 4-year IceCube

best fit in the EM-equivalent deposited energy interval [60 TeV–3 PeV] (gray histogram),

E2
⌫ d�/dE⌫ = 2.2 ⇥ 10�8 (E⌫/100 TeV)�0.58 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1 (per flavor), and the binned

high-energy neutrino event data (black dots) [81] with Feldman-Cousins errors [153].
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Bhattacharia et al, 1706.05746 

DM ! µ
+
µ
�

DM ! ⌫e⌫̄e

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but for DM ! µ+ µ� and DM ! ⌫e ⌫̄e.

slightly in extent. The generic shape of the allowed �–�astro regions bear out the

requirement that a very steep index comes at the cost of lowering the normalization.

While, for the soft-spectrum channels, such as b b̄, the spectral index necessarily has

to be on the lower side, the flux normalization rapidly drops as one goes to indexes

of ⇠ 2 or lower. For hard channels, which generically provide a better fit to the data,

the allowed 1� CL region for � extends from around 2.7 to above 4, for nearly uniform

normalization, thus indicating the necessity of a steeply falling astrophysical flux for

these cases. Qualitatively, the more sharply-peaked event-spectrum the flux from DM

decays generates, the smaller the preferred region is. Thus, very narrow-width decays

directly to neutrinos lead to a more localized 1� CL region in the mDM-⌧DM plane,

whereas for decays to b b̄, with an event spectrum that is distributed over a wide energy

range, the preferred region is much larger. The 2� CL regions in all the correlation

– 17 –

IceCube 4 years

54 high-energy events (HESE: 20 TeV – 2 PeV)

Expected atmospheric background: 20 events below 100 TeV
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IceCube 6 years
HESE interpretation with astro sources lead to a large spectra index, likely in tension with  
gamma rays and 6yrs muon neutrino data
Adopting a spectra index in (2.0,2.2): 2.6sigma excess 2

FIG. 1: Residuals in the number of neutrino events as a func-
tion of the neutrino energy with respect to the sum of the
conventional atmospheric background and a single astrophys-
ical power-law with spectral index 2.0 (upper panel) and 2.2
(lower panel). We also report in gray the residuals obtained
by using the 4-year HESE studied in Ref. [26].

2.6� (6-year HESE), hence slightly larger than the one
of ⇠ 2� obtained in the previous analysis concerning
4-year HESE [26]. The maximum local statistical sig-
nificance decreases to 2.1� in case of a power-law with
spectral index 2.2. We note that in case of 2-year MESE
data sample [4] the discrepancy is 2.3� (1.9�) for � = 2.0
(� = 2.2), as shown in Ref. [32]. Hence, independent of
the spectral index adopted, the statistical evidence for an
excess slightly improves once the 6-year HESE data are
used instead of 4-year HESE or 2-year MESE.

In this Letter, we focus on the interpretation of the
low-energy excess in terms of two components, an Astro-
physical (Astro) power-law and a decaying Dark Matter
(DM) signal.3 Therefore, in addition to the conventional
atmospheric background [61], the whole extraterrestrial
di↵erential neutrino flux is given by

d�

dE⌫d⌦
=

d�Astro

dE⌫d⌦

�
�Astro
0 , �

�
+

d�DM

dE⌫d⌦

�
�DM
0 ,mDM

�
.

(1)
The quantity �Astro

0 is the normalization of the astrophys-
ical neutrino flux, whereas the quantity �DM

0 is the nor-
malization of the DM neutrino flux, i.e. the inverse life-

3 Note that the annihilation scenario is almost excluded by uni-
tarity constraint [32] and by search for a signal in the Milky
Way [60].

time 1/⌧DM in case of decaying DM with mass mDM. For
the sake of brevity we omit all the details of the above def-
initions. An extensive discussion of such a parametriza-
tion can be found in Ref. [32]. Note that the prompt
atmospheric background (neutrinos produced by the de-
cays of charmed mesons) [62] is here considered negligi-
ble, in agreement with the IceCube results contained in
Ref. [2, 4, 6].
As shown in Eq. (1) the whole extraterrestrial neutrino

flux depends on four free parameters, namely �Astro
0 , �,

�DM
0 and mDM. Hence, a statistical analysis to study the

relevance of the additional DM component should con-
sider the whole set of parameters. In this letter we follow
the same approach of Ref. [32] that is strongly based on
the prior 2.0  �  2.2 previously discussed. Clearly,
relaxing such a constraint the evidence for an additional
component becomes almost statistically irrelevant. In
particular, one would obtain the best-fit �6yr = 2.92+0.29

�0.33

that is however in tension with the 6-year up-going muon
neutrinos data. In the following analysis we consider two
fixed values � = 2.0, 2.2 that corresponding to the ex-
treme cases give an idea of the dependence of the results
on the spectral index. To further simplify the analy-
sis, the remaining free parameter for the astrophysical
component, namely �Astro

0 , can be fixed at its best-fit
value. This ansatz corresponds to a conservative ap-
proach where one leaves to the additional DM component
the smallest room possible.
Concerning the DM component, we only consider two

di↵erent decay channels of DM particles (hereafter de-
noted as �), which can be seen as benchmarks. In par-
ticular, we focus on the hadronic decay channel � ! tt,
and on the leptonic one � ! ⌧+⌧�. Since the neutrino
spectra produced in channels with hadronic or leptonic
final-states have very di↵erent shape, considering these
two decay channels practically covers all the possible phe-
nomenological scenarios. The neutrino energy spectra
provided by DM decays at the production are obtained
by using the tables of Ref. [63]. Moreover, we consider
the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) distribution [64] for the
DM halo density profile of the Milky Way and the ⇤CDM
parameters according to the Planck analysis [65]. In the
present analysis, in order to account for the neutrino os-
cillations we adopt the same approach used in Ref. [32].

In order to quantify how the fit is statistically improved
by adding a DM neutrino component of a given mass
mDM on top of an astrophysical power-law, we remake
the analysis given in Ref. [32] with the latest 6-year HESE
data [45]. In particular, we perform a likelihood-ratio sta-
tistical analysis on the neutrino energy spectrum, where
the Test Statistics (TS) is defined as

TS = 2 ln
L
�
�Astro
0 , �,mDM|�DM

0 6= 0
�

L
�
�Astro
0 , �,mDM|�DM

0 = 0
� . (2)

Following the above discussion, the Test Statistics is eval-

3

FIG. 2: Number of standard deviations � in the mDM–⌧DM

plane in case of decaying DM into SM quarks � ! tt, once
the spectral index of the astrophysical power-law has been
fixed to 2.0 (upper panel) and 2.2 (lower panel). The white
contours surround the regions where the significance of the
DM component is larger than 2� (dashed line) and 3� (solid
line). The white stars (black dots) correspond to the best-
fit deduced by 6-year HESE (2-year MESE) data. The solid
(dashed) red lines bound from below the allowed region ac-
cording to 6-year HESE (2-year MESE) data, while the black
lines represent di↵erent contributions of DM decays to the
gamma-ray spectrum measured by Fermi-LAT (see the text
for more details).

uated by fixing the particular DM model (final-states
and mDM), the spectral index � and �Astro

0 to its best-fit
value, and by scanning over the only remaining free pa-
rameter, namely the normalization of the DM flux. Ac-
cording to Wilks [66] and Cherno↵ [67] theorems, the
TS follows the distribution 1

2� (TS) +
1
2�

2 (TS). There-
fore, we evaluate the preference of the data for a two-
component flux with respect to the single astrophysical
power-law, in number of standard deviations �. The like-
lihood function L adopted in Eq. (2) is a binned multi-
Poisson likelihood [68], whose expression is equal to

lnL =
X

i


ni �Ni + ni ln

✓
Ni

ni

◆�
, (3)

where the quantity ni is the observed number of neutrinos
in the energy bin i, whereas Ni is the expected number

FIG. 3: Number of standard deviations in � in the mDM–⌧DM

plane in case of decaying DM into SM tau leptons � ! ⌧+⌧�.
The description of the plots is the same of Figure 2.

of events given by the sum of events related to the flux
of Eq. (1) and the background ones (conventional atmo-
spheric neutrinos and penetrating muons). The number
of extraterrestrial neutrinos is obtained by integrating
the flux of Eq. (1) with the IceCube e↵ective area [1]
and considering an exposure time of 2078 days (for more
details see Ref. [32]).

The main results of the present analysis are presented
in Figures 2 and 3. The plots display the number of stan-
dard deviations � in the mDM–⌧DM plane for the decay
channels considered, namely � ! tt and � ! ⌧+⌧�. In
particular, the darker the color, the larger the signifi-
cance in � of the DM neutrino component. The upper
and lower panels of both Figures refer to an astrophysical
power-law with spectral index 2.0 and 2.2, respectively.
In the plots, the best-fit values (maximum significance) is
represented by white stars (the capital letter “H” refers to
6-year HESE analysis) and they are compared to the pre-
vious results of Ref. [32] represented here with black dots
(the capital letter “M” refers to 2-year MESE analysis).
The white solid (dashed) contours enclose the regions in
the mDM–⌧DM plane where the statistical significance is
larger than 3� (2�). As can be seen from the plots, the
maximum value of

p
TS depends on the spectral index

only, while it is almost independent of the decay channel
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Fig. 3 Cascade Analysis: Best-fit energy distribution for the sig-
nal hypothesis (components stacked to illustrate the dark matter
component), with the best fit parameters listed in Table 2. The
fit is performed on un-binned data, but for visualization purposes
a binning is applied in the figure.

are listed in Table 2. The fits of the background-only hy-
pothesis agree well with the results in Refs. [2] and [51].
Small differences arise due to a different choice of bins
(tracks) and the altered selection (cascades).

Table 2 Best-fit results assuming the decay channels DM !
H+⌫ (cascades) and DM ! Z+⌫ (tracks). Background p-values
are stated in brackets.

Tracks Cascades
Bg. Signal+Bg. Bg. Signal+Bg.

mDM / PeV - 1.3 - 0.1
⌧DM / 1027s - 22 - 8.3
Astroph. norm.1 0.97 0.16 2.15 1.62
Spectr. index 2.16 1.99 2.75 2.81
TS = 2 ⇥ �LLH 6.7 (p = 0.035) 3.4 (p = 0.55)

The corresponding best-fit distributions in recon-
structed energy are shown in Figures 3 and 4 together
with the experimental data. Note that different energy
estimators are used in the sub-samples (data-taking
seasons) of the track analysis [66]. It is therefore not
possible to show the experimental data in one histogram.

4.2 Interpretation of the fit results

Although the best-fit result in both analyses includes
a non-zero dark matter component, the results are not
significant (as both p-values are above 1%). More de-
grees of freedom in the modelling of the astrophysical
flux, e.g. adding a second component, would further re-
duce the significance. Thus, the result is not interpreted
as a signal of dark matter decay. Furthermore, a dark
1Normalization in units of 10�18GeV�1cm�2sr�1s�1.
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Fig. 4 Track Analysis: Best-fit energy distribution. While the
low-energy events are well described by the conventional atmo-
spheric component, the high-energy events are modelled by a
combination of a weak diffuse astrophysical flux and a compo-
nent from decaying dark matter (best-fit parameters in Table 2).
The figure shows data recorded between 2012 and 2014 as they
are based on the same energy estimator (see [66] for more de-
tails). The remaining years are fitted simultaneously but are not
shown here.

matter signal should be constant in time but the fit
of the track-like events shows fluctuations; see Fig. 5:
While those bins contributing most strongly in the fit
to the data from the first three years (e.g., 2010) coin-
cide with the approximate direction of the dark matter
halo, such a correlation is disfavoured by the data from
2012-2014.

Fig. 5 Track Analysis: TS per bin to illustrate the time-
dependency of the fit result: blue bins show agreement with the
signal hypothesis, red bins favour a purely diffuse astrophysical
flux. The gray line indicates the direction where most of the dark
matter signal is expected (line-of-sight integral at half of the cen-
tral value).

Another interesting observation is the interplay of
the diffuse astrophysical flux and the dark matter com-
ponent in the fit of track-like events: Fig. 6 shows the
profile likelihood of the respective normalizations to-
gether with the fit result of other selected parameters.
The best-fit astrophysical normalization is significantly

Cascade analysis Track Analysis
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Fig. 3 Cascade Analysis: Best-fit energy distribution for the sig-
nal hypothesis (components stacked to illustrate the dark matter
component), with the best fit parameters listed in Table 2. The
fit is performed on un-binned data, but for visualization purposes
a binning is applied in the figure.

are listed in Table 2. The fits of the background-only hy-
pothesis agree well with the results in Refs. [2] and [51].
Small differences arise due to a different choice of bins
(tracks) and the altered selection (cascades).

Table 2 Best-fit results assuming the decay channels DM !
H+⌫ (cascades) and DM ! Z+⌫ (tracks). Background p-values
are stated in brackets.

Tracks Cascades
Bg. Signal+Bg. Bg. Signal+Bg.

mDM / PeV - 1.3 - 0.1
⌧DM / 1027s - 22 - 8.3
Astroph. norm.1 0.97 0.16 2.15 1.62
Spectr. index 2.16 1.99 2.75 2.81
TS = 2 ⇥ �LLH 6.7 (p = 0.035) 3.4 (p = 0.55)

The corresponding best-fit distributions in recon-
structed energy are shown in Figures 3 and 4 together
with the experimental data. Note that different energy
estimators are used in the sub-samples (data-taking
seasons) of the track analysis [66]. It is therefore not
possible to show the experimental data in one histogram.

4.2 Interpretation of the fit results

Although the best-fit result in both analyses includes
a non-zero dark matter component, the results are not
significant (as both p-values are above 1%). More de-
grees of freedom in the modelling of the astrophysical
flux, e.g. adding a second component, would further re-
duce the significance. Thus, the result is not interpreted
as a signal of dark matter decay. Furthermore, a dark
1Normalization in units of 10�18GeV�1cm�2sr�1s�1.

Fig. 4 Track Analysis: Best-fit energy distribution. While the
low-energy events are well described by the conventional atmo-
spheric component, the high-energy events are modelled by a
combination of a weak diffuse astrophysical flux and a compo-
nent from decaying dark matter (best-fit parameters in Table 2).
The figure shows data recorded between 2012 and 2014 as they
are based on the same energy estimator (see [66] for more de-
tails). The remaining years are fitted simultaneously but are not
shown here.

matter signal should be constant in time but the fit
of the track-like events shows fluctuations; see Fig. 5:
While those bins contributing most strongly in the fit
to the data from the first three years (e.g., 2010) coin-
cide with the approximate direction of the dark matter
halo, such a correlation is disfavoured by the data from
2012-2014.

Fig. 5 Track Analysis: TS per bin to illustrate the time-
dependency of the fit result: blue bins show agreement with the
signal hypothesis, red bins favour a purely diffuse astrophysical
flux. The gray line indicates the direction where most of the dark
matter signal is expected (line-of-sight integral at half of the cen-
tral value).

Another interesting observation is the interplay of
the diffuse astrophysical flux and the dark matter com-
ponent in the fit of track-like events: Fig. 6 shows the
profile likelihood of the respective normalizations to-
gether with the fit result of other selected parameters.
The best-fit astrophysical normalization is significantly

Aartsen et al (IceCube Collab) 1804.03848

IceCube analysis combining:
6 yrs muon neutrino tracks from North hemisphere

2 yrs cascade events from full sky

No preference for DM signal over backgrounds
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See also:

Feldstein, Kusenko, Matsumoto, Yanagida, 1303.7320
Esmaili, Serpico, 1308.1105
Ema, Jinno., Moroi, 1312.3501
Zavala et al, 1404.2932
Higaki,Kitano, Sato, 1405.0013
Rott, Kohri, Park, 1408.4575
Fong, Minakata, Panes, Zukanovich Funchal, 1411.5318
Dudas, Mambrini, Olive, 1412.3459
Murase, Laha, Ando, Ahlers, 1503.04663
Anchordoqui et al, 1506.08788
Boucenna et al, 1507.01000
Re Fiorentin, NF, Niro, 1606.04445
Hiroshima, Kitano, Kohri, Murase, 1705.04419
(...)

The PeV neutrino DM interpretation has connections with neutrino mass models, 
leptogenesis and cosmological reheating



Anisotropies

Due to the DM halo profile, a level of  anisotropy 
in the arrival distribution is expected

2

FIG. 1: Left panel: the sky map of the neutrinos from decaying DM with an Einasto profile in Eq. (1). Right panel: the sky
map of the IceCube 28 events after taking into account the angular resolution. The seven red spots correspond to the seven
“track” events.

Cube. The signal distribution from DM decays depends
on the DM spacial profile in our galaxy. For the Einasto
profile [24], one has

⇢DM(r) = ⇢� e
� 2

↵̄ [( r
rs
)↵̄�(

r�
rs
)↵̄]

, (1)

with rs = 20 kpc and ↵̄ = 0.17 as a standard choice. A
larger value of ↵̄ has a flatter DM profile. Here, r� '
8.5 kpc is the distance from the Sun to the galactic center;
⇢� ' 0.3 GeV cm�3 is the approximate DM density in
the solar system. The neutrino signal from DM decay
is calculated by the line-of-sight integral along a given
direction [13]

d�⌫

dE⌫ db dl
=

dN

NdE⌫

1

⌧DM mDM

cos b

4⇡

Z
ds ⇢DM[r(s)] , (2)

where the integral of s is along the line of sight and the
relation between r and s is r2 = s

2+r
2
��2s r� cos l cos b,

where �90�  b < 90� and �180�  l < 180� as the
latitude and longitude angles in the galactic coordinate.
⌧DM is the DM lifetime and mDM is the DM mass. The
normalized neutrino di↵erential spectrum is dN/(NdE⌫).
The integrated neutrino flux from DM is

�⌫ = 1.7⇥ 10�12 cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ⇥ 1028 s

⌧DM
⇥ 1 PeV

mDM
. (3)

For the integrated time of 662 days and 10 m2 · sr accep-
tance area for the energy around 100 TeV, there could
be around 10 events observed at IceCube.

The geometric distribution of the IceCube events is
represented in the equatorial coordinate. We, therefore,
translate the DM generated event distribution from the
galactic coordinate in the latitude and longitude angles
(b, l) to the equatorial coordinate in the declination angle
and the right ascension angle (�,↵) (see Ref. [25] for de-
tails). We define the DM probability distribution using

the normalized flux

pDM(�,↵) =
1

�⌫

d�⌫(�,↵)

d� d↵
, (4)

with the DM event sky map shown in the left panel of
Fig. 1. For all or subsets of the observed 28 events from
IceCube, we construct the data probability distribution
using the solid-angular error �i for each event by assum-
ing a Gaussian distribution

p
N events
data (�,↵) =

1

N

X

i2N

1

2⇡�2
i

exp


��R(�i,↵i; �,↵)2

2⇡�2
i

�
,(5)

where�R(�i,↵i; �,↵) is the angular distance between the
points (�i,↵i) and (�,↵) on the sphere. In the right panel
of Fig. 1, we show the sky map of the observed N = 28
events at IceCube after implementing the angular resolu-
tion for each event. Comparing these two maps, one can
see that both have a concentration of events around the
galactic center direction. On the other hand, the DM sky
map has very few events in the right and upper corner,
while the IceCube data map has some population in this
region.
To quantify the similarity of the two sky maps in Fig. 1,

we perform a statistical test to calculate the p-value of the
hypothesis of decaying DM as an explanation of IceCube
neutrino excess. We first use a two-dimensional version
of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test statistics (TS) [26]
to study the compatibility between the data and the DM
hypothesis. We will use the maximum likelihood-ratio
test as well later. The KS test statistics is defined as
the largest absolute di↵erence between cumulative prob-
ability distributions of the data and the model. It takes
better account of the relation among data points than
the traditional likelihood-ratio test.
To make the definition of the TS less sensitive to the

integration directions, we consider a set of four possible

Bai et al, 1311.5864
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Fig. 14 T S distribution for background expectation (solid), and the ob-
served value T Sexp = 0.23 (dashed). The error bars on the background
distribution reflect the statistical precision arising from the finite num-
ber of pseudo-experiments realized.

ulation where the nominal values of the DOM efficiency
and the absorption and scattering lengths were changed by
±10% [49, 50]. The uncertainties on the effective area were
further propagated to uncertainties on hsAvi, which depends
on the dark matter particle mass mc and the annihilation
channel. The resulting uncertainties are listed in Table 3.
They typically lie in the range 15 %-30 %, and they are the
dominating uncertainties of this analysis.

The sensitivities as obtained from the different halo pro-
files using best-fit parameters differ by about 6%. This is
smaller than the uncertainty that arises from uncertainties on
the profile fit values. The dominant contribution comes from
the local dark matter density, and corresponds to an uncer-
tainty on the sensitivity of up to 50%. In the following the
dependency of the assumed model is not treated as a sys-
tematic uncertainty, but as model uncertainty, and thus the
experimental result will be interpreted for each of the dif-
ferent halo profiles, and benchmark annihilation channels,
respectively.

8 Experimental Results

This analysis was performed blind, meaning it was devel-
oped by using pseudo-experiments only. After the analy-
sis procedure was optimized and fixed, the data were un-
blinded. The experimental sky map has a test statistic value
of T Sexp = 0.23. The probability of a larger experimental
value in the background-only case is 22% and thus the re-
sult is compatible with the background-only hypothesis. The
observation is an over-fluctuation corresponding to 0.8s ,
where s is the standard deviation of the background expec-
tation of the test statistic. Note that the test statistic can not

Fig. 15 Deviation of experimental projected expansion coefficients
from background expectation, normalized to standard deviation of
background coefficients in the `-m-plane. No significant excess can be
seen.

be approximated by a Gaussian due to larger tails. The ex-
perimental value and the background expectation of the test
statistic are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 15 shows the deviation of the experimental ex-
pansion coefficients from the background expectation, nor-
malized to the standard deviation of the background coef-
ficients. These values correspond to the last term in Equa-
tion 9 without the square. Also here no significant deviation
can be seen.

As no signal was observed, upper limits on the num-
ber of signal events in the sample, NUL, were calculated
at a 90 % C.L. following the approach of Feldman and
Cousins [51]. In order to calculate the confidence belt,
25000 pseudo-experiments for different Nsig were generated
respectively. Due to limited computational resources the
pseudo-experiments were not generated for each Nsig, but
for signal contributions Nsim,i with a step-size of Dsim = 25
events. The test statistic distribution was interpolated for the
remaining Nsig, using a Gaussian, pgaus, with mean µ = Nsig
and standard deviation s =

p
Nsig . The interpolated test

statistic distributions are given by

T S(Nsig) = Â
i

T S(Nsim,i) ·
Z Nsim,i+Dsim/2

Nsim,i�Dsim/2
pgaus(N)dN , (13)

where i runs over all generated test statistics. The result of
the pseudo-experiments (number of signal neutrinos) was
smeared by a Gaussian with width corresponding to the sys-
tematic uncertainties, as described in Section 7. Systematic
errors, including the uncertainty on the effective area, are
thus included in the effective upper limits on the number of
events, listed in Table 4. These can be directly translated to
limits on hsAvi using equation 12.

By using equation (12) the limit on the signal events NUL
can be interpreted in terms of a limit on the self-annihilation

Aartsen et al (IceCube Collab), 1406.6868

Multipole decomposition

Combination of the power and 
phase into a single coefficient

Test statistics

High purity sample from North hem.
Result compatible with null hyp.
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Link to Multimessenger
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Future – KM3NeT

SUN

GC

2007 – 2012 

2007 – 2015 

o WIMPs tend to accumulate in massive celestial objects 
(Sun, Galactic Centre, …)

o Neutrinos could be produced in WIMP-WIMP annihilation
o Clean signal and low expected background

Spin-dependent

Ingredients:
o Signal energy spectra for each considered WIMP mass and annihilation channel:

XYZ[ +XYZ[ → \\],X'X>,^'^>,*'*>,+,+̅,
o Spatial distribution of dark matter in the source:

• Point-like (Sun)
• Three halo models used: NFW, Burkert, McMillan (GC) 

NFW profile

v No significant excess above background observed
v Upper limits on

• spin-(in)dependent WIMP-nucleon scattering cross-section (Sun)
• thermally averaged annihilation cross-section (GC)

as a function of the WIMP mass

ORCA – Dark Matter

19

Nuovo Cim. C40 (2017) no.3, 141

Promising estimated 
ORCA sensitivities!

ORCA, 3 years

Kulikowskiy (Km3NeT Collab), Nuovo Cim 40 C (2017) 141

10-40 cm2



Future – IceCube/PINGU

Astroparticle Physics 2014 - Joint TeVPA/IDM, 
Amsterdam June 23-28, 2014 Carsten Rott 

PINGU Dark Matter Sensitivity

• High density instrumentation:

• baseline geometry: 40 strings with 60 
DOMs each)

• Threshold ~ 1GeV

• Test low mass WIMP region -- capable  to 
comfortably test DAMA/Libra 

26

Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade

Spin-dependent scattering Spin-independent scattering

see talk by Doug Cowen
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Galactic centerSun – spin dependent

Baikal: see O. Souvorova’s talk


